
Case Study

A private day and boarding school for girls catering for 1300+ students between 5 and 18, St Cuthbert’s 
College is widely regarded as one of the best academically performing schools in New Zealand.

The Challenge

Monitor was introduced to St Cuthbert’s when the school went to tender for a new print solution. The school wanted a better 
solution, but didn’t want to change how they did things too much. They wanted to keep the same workflow when charging 
for printing, while implementing better cost recovery and future-proofing their system to include more solutions, including 
options for cashfree commuting and point of sale.

The Solution

Monitor was able to fit the bill. Working with St Cuth’s, we delivered a Monitor Print package including queue managers, 
Embedded software and Google Cloud Printing. In order to provide the best solution for St Cuthbert’s, we tweaked our 
Embedded software for St Cuthbert’s -MFDs. In fact, the solution we developed for St Cuthbert’s sparked a development 
upgrade, and these changes have been incorporated into our standard release.

That’s why we like finding solutions for our clients. We took every opportunity to improve and refine our solution, and now 
we’re able to bring the benefit of that solution to all of our customers. Now St Cuthbert’s staff and student users have the best-
fit print solution for their needs.

On-the-Go was also implemented in the school buses. Commuting students simply swipe their ID card when entering a bus 
and the trip is logged on their online accounts.

Monitor is thrilled to work with Auckland’s St Cuthbert’s College, bringing a complete Monitor Print and On-the-Go solution to 
the busy school, with further commerce solutions on the horizon.

The Future

St Cuthbert’s is investigating Monitor iPOS to replace their current system. An easy switch to make, Monitor’s integrated point 
of sale solution can easily mesh with the current cashfree model, expanding the utility of students’ ID cards as Monitor purses.
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